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QUESTION 1

An Alexa Skill Builder is developing a skill containing a multi-turn dialog that can be invoked with or without a specific
intent request. On invocation, the skill needs to retrieve persistent attributes that have been saved by a previous
invocation, and then copy them into session attributes. 

How should the Builder implement this functionality? 

A. Place logic within the skill\\'s SessionEndedRequest intent handler to copy the persistent attributes into the session
attributes. 

B. Implement ResponseInterceptor containing logic that takes the current persistent attributes and copies them into
session attributes. 

C. Include logic within the LaunchRequest intent handler to retrieve persistent attributes and copy them into session
attributes. 

D. Implement RequestInterceptor containing logic which for new sessions, retrieves persistent attributes and copies
them into session attributes 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/alexa-skills-kit-sdk-for-nodejs/manageattributes.html 

 

QUESTION 2

An Alexa Skill Builder published a skill and now wants to update it. 

Which of the following changes will make it necessary to have the skill re-certified? (Choose two.) 

A. Adding a new intent in the interaction model 

B. Changing the text of a skill response 

C. Adding a sentence to the skill description 

D. Changing the URL of the image on a skill card 

E. Updating the backend to point to a new database 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 3

An Alexa Skill Builder wants a skill to inform the users of the number of times they have launched the skill. 

What approach should the Builder take to track this information? 

A. Store and increment a launchCount session attribute. 

B. Using the ASK SDK, implement a persistent attribute that is stored and retrieved from Amazon DynamoDB. 
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C. Perform a scan of the Amazon DynamoDB table for the number of records and count each record as a skill launch. 

D. Set up a global variable in the code project that increments each time the code is invoked by Amazon Alexa. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/alexa-skills-kit-sdk-for-nodejs/manageattributes.html 

 

QUESTION 4

An Alexa Skill Builder is developing a custom skill and needs to verify that the correct slot values are being passed into
the AWS Lambda function. 

According to best practices, what is the MOST efficient way to capture this information? 

A. Add a logging statement to write the event request to Amazon CloudWatch Logs. 

B. Add an API call to write the environment variables to an Amazon S3 bucket when the function is invoked. 

C. Add an API call to read the event information from AWS Cloud Trail logs and add a PutObject API call to write to an
Amazon S3 bucket. 

D. Add a statement to parse the JSON request and save to the local disk for the Lambda function 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/validate-slot-values.html 

 

QUESTION 5

An Alexa Skill Builder has created a taxi hiring skill. The skill needs to find out when the customer wants a taxi, where
the customer is traveling from, and where the customer wants to go. The Builder is currently asking each question
individually, in the following order: 

"Where do you want to take a taxi from" "Where do you want to take a taxi to" "When do you need a taxi" 

To ensure the voice interaction is flexible, how should this information be gathered regardless of the order in which the
user provides it? 

A. Use a single intent and slot. Inspect the incoming slot value and categorize then response, then prompt for the
remaining information. 

B. Create an intent for each question and include slots for each piece of information on every intent 

C. Create three intents with one slot each. Use Dialog.ElicitSlot to fill the slots. 

D. Create a single intent with three slots. Use the Dialog.Delegate directive to fill the slots. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6
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An Alexa Skill Builder needs to have knowledge of the previous prompt that was presented to the user in order to give
context to the user\\'s response. 

How can the Builder accomplish this? 

A. Find the corresponding prompt using the list events feature 

B. Store a reference to the prompt used as a session attribute 

C. Call the Intent Request History API to identify which prompt was used. 

D. Parse the context object from the skill request. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

During testing of a new Amazon Alexa skill, the skill is repeatedly failing and invoking the function defined in the
addErrorHandler method specified on the SkillBuilder object. Upon inspection of Amazon CloudWatch Logs, the Alexa
Skill Builder establishes that the failure is occurring whenever AMAZON.HelpIntent is being received. 

How should this error be corrected? 

A. AMAZON.HelpIntent should be handled by the SDK. The Builder should raise a support ticket with Amazon. 

B. The Builder should ensure that the intent handler is coded so that it tests for AMAZON.HelpIntent in its canHandle
method, and when detected, returns true. 

C. The Builder should add logic to provide help instructions to the function defined in the addErrorHandler method
specified on the SkillBuilder object. 

D. The Builder should add an AMAZON.HelpIntent entry to the interaction model to ensure the request for help is
recognized by the skill. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 8

An Alexa Skill Builder is building an order reporting skill. Occasionally, users need to enter 30-digit serial codes. 

How can this be accomplished while providing a good voice user interface experience? 

A. Manually extend the timeout so that users can input all the numbers. 

B. Use multiple requests for smaller segments of the code and store the data in session attributes. 

C. Enter single digits one request at a time. 

D. Request that users send the number using the Amazon Alexa app 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 9

An Alexa Skill Builder is troubleshooting issues with a custom skill backed by an AWS Lambda function that integrates
with an external API controlling a light bulb. The Builder observes that when saying "Alexa, turn on the light" the
response is "light is not responding" and 10 seconds later, the light turns on. 

What is the MOST likely cause for this issue and how can it be solved? 

A. The Lambda function is not executing fast enough. Double the currently specified Lambda memory allocation in the
Lambda basic settings section. 

B. The default Lambda function timeout setting is too short and the Lambda function times out before the response from
the external API can be processed and a reply can be sent back to Amazon Alexa. Increase the Lambda timeout limit. 

C. There are too many concurrent Lambda functions running, causing the existing Lambda function to block and then
time out before a response can be returned to Amazon Alexa. Increase the Lambda function reserve concurrency value
to 30, then verify that the function can complete its work within 10 seconds. 

D. There is a bug in the Lambda function code preventing the external API from being called. Enable Lambda
debugging and error handling and check Amazon CloudWatch Logs for the error, then modify the code accordingly. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

While developing a skill, an Alexa Skill Builder finds that the voice response is too quick and needs to be slowed down. 

How can the Builder MOST efficiently iterate and test how the response will sound? 

A. Make changes in the skill code, deploy it, and test it on the device. 

B. Modify the SSML in the skill, save it, and check Amazon CloudWatch for errors. 

C. Edit the SSML in the skill and use the Alexa Simulator tab on the Test page of the developer console. 

D. Use the Voice and Tone tab on the Test page in the developer console. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 11

An Alexa Skill Builder implemented the built-in intent AMAZON.HelpIntent. In some cases, users are asking for help
using phrases that are specific to a skill\\'s terminology. Amazon Alexa does not understand these phrases are help
requests, and they are not being routed to AMAZON.HelpIntent. 

According to best practices, how can this situation be corrected? 

A. Create custom intents using the help utterances that are specific to the skill, and remove AMAZON.HelpIntent. 

B. Use AMAZON.FallbackIntent to capture spoken phrases that do not match AMAZON.HelpIntent, then determine if
the user needs help. 

C. Define custom slots for AMAZON.HelpIntent to capture the additional details in the users\\' help requests 
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D. Extend the standard built-in AMAZON.HelpIntent using additional samples in the skill\\'s interaction model 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

An Alexa Skill Builder would like to improve a skill\\'s help experience. To do this, the Builder plans to leverage the
user\\'s activity leading up to the help request to contextualize the help response. 

Where should the skill obtain the necessary context? 

A. Load the user\\'s recent activity from the Intent Request History API, then use this to provide context to the
AMAZON.HelpIntent request. 

B. Retrieve the recent activity from the context object passed with the AMAZON.HelpIntent request. 

C. Use a session attribute to store the intent name for each request, then use this to provide context to the
AMAZON.HelpIntent request. 

D. Retrieve the recent activity from the slot values passed with the AMAZON.HelpIntent request. 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/implement-the-built-inintents.html 

 

QUESTION 13

An Alexa Skill Builder is creating a skill that requires the user to authenticate by speaking a PIN before an order status
can be retrieved. 

According to best practices, how should the PIN value be collected? 

A. Use AMAZON.SearchQuery 

B. Use AMAZON.FOUR_DIGIT_NUMBER 

C. Use multiple slots of type AMAZON.NUMBER 

D. Use a custom slot with zero to nine as values. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 14

An Alexa Skill Builder is creating a skill that will identify an actor who spoke a famous piece of movie dialog, given just
the dialog text and an optional movie name. The Builder created the FindActorIntent as shown below, but Amazon Alexa
returns an error when it builds the model. 
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Why is Alexa failing to build the model? 

A. Intents can have one built-in slot type only 

B. All sample utterances within an intent should have both slots 

C. SearchQuery is combined with another intent slot in an utterance. 

D. "Dialog" is a reserved keyword in the Alexa Interaction Model schema. 

Correct Answer: C 

Reference: https://forums.developer.amazon.com/questions/112932/got-error-codeinvalidintentsamplephraseslot.html 

 

QUESTION 15

An Alexa Skill Builder is developing a complex skill to help users purchase items. The Builder has implemented the
default AMAZON.HelpIntent, but when users ask for help they always reach the same unhelpful result. 

How should the Builder enhance the experience to guide the users toward the end goal? 

A. Check the state of the user conversation when AMAZON.HelpIntent is received to give contextual responses. 
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B. Implement AMAZON.FallbackIntent to give a response when an utterance is not understood. 

C. Extend the default AMAZON.HelpIntent with more sample utterances. 

D. Implement a custom intent users can request when they need help. 

Correct Answer: A 
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